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The book is unique – it is written as a “Doctor of Life” project

based on the philosophies from Paul’s original mentor, his

grandfather, Skipper Michael J. Bruce.  Skipper Bruce was a

Doctor of Life: he not only talked about the principles for real

life leadership, happiness and success, he lived them. This

book will take you on a journey and show you how to better

lead your own “life ship” in our current world of uncertain

high-speed change.  As Skipper Bruce would say,

"The real ship you are leading is a ship called yourself!"

www.paulwhite.ca

The main goal of the book is to help fill the gap between

formal schooling and the REAL World in which we live.  “You

do not need letters after your name to make a difference in

society,” White stresses.  Each of us has a distinctive life-

reality.  The key is to find that niche and build upon it as

continuous lifelong learners.  “We are all searching … for

something,” and many of us are looking in the wrong

direction, White believes.

“We need to look INSIDE, not outside.”

Many people are lost and struggling, just like White was at

one point in time.  He found the answers when he went

searching and published them.  “Formal school teaches us

what to think; the University of Life teaches us HOW to think”

as White has discovered.

“There really is no direct relationship between academic

formal success and life success – unless we believe it.”

 “We all struggle to get through life the best way we know

how”, White writes.  This book will help people start their

own self-development journeys and the process of FEELING

GOOD!  Skipper Bruce’s life ideas will help readers achieve

health, wealth, success and happiness from life’s real

treasures that are not secretive. Newfoundland & Labrador,

you do not want to miss this!

Official Book Launch Details:

Location: INCO Center, Memorial University of NL; Theatre

Room IIC 2001

Date: Tuesday October 6, 2009; Time 7:00 – 9:00 pm

The Author: Paul Michael White

Paul has a Masters Degree in Counselling Psychology

and two Bachelor’s Degrees (Education & Physical

Education). He is a member of CAPS (Canadian

Association of Professional Speakers), NLAPS

(Newfoundland & Labrador Association of Professional

Speakers), Toastmasters International, Canadian

Counselling Association (CCA) and the St. John’s Board

of Trade.  Paul has been presenting to audiences for

over 12 years and he is a PROUD Newfoundlander!

Inspirational Expert Paul Michael White is

set to launch “Fishing for Reality” - the first

of its kind for a Newfoundland and Labrador

author.  White, one of Eastern Canada’s

Personal Development Leaders, is also

launching Paul Michael White International

following the book.  His goal is simple: to

take NL culture and nature based themes to

the business world of self-development to

help people “catch” better life results.  This

book will be the starting point for many as

they enter a journey of self-discovery and

self-direction.  There is no better place to

start: right here, right now, in

Newfoundland and Labrador!


